DRAFT

MINUTES
FACULTY SENATE
DECEMBER 11, 1990

l .
Cal l_to_Order.
President Dunn called the meeting to
order at 3:~2 p.m., and announced that there was no quorum.

2.

Adjournment.

Th e me e ting adjo urned a t

Kenneth R.

Cathy T.

3:43 p.m.

Murr , Secretary

Sturkie,

Staff Secretary

Senators ab se nt:
G . Carner, G. Christenbury, R. Marion, B.
Baron, M. Bridgewood, R. Schalkoff, P. Loge, G. Lucas, J. Zanes,
J. Mil ste ad (S. Oldaker attended), and K. Dieter (J . Waldv oge l
atte nd ed)

An informal,

informational meeting wa s

held.

l.
S Be c ial_Order_of_the_Day.
President Dunn introduced
Derrick Pier c e, Student Body President.
Mr . Pier ce explained th e
duti es a nd responsibilitie s of the three bran ch es of st udent
government:
Exe c utiv e, Student Se nate, and the St udent Co ur t .
Accomplishments by the Student Government include facilities
spa c 8, exte n sio n o f Post Office hours, soci al poli cy, expansion
of s huttle bus route, offices o p e n during lun c h hour in Sike s ,
and the notification o f st ud e nts t o r e mov e parked ca r s before
football g a mes.
The S tudent Government co ntinue s to wo rk on:
a
date change f or Fall Break, ca mpu s o rganization s renting s hutt le
buses for social events, re ceiv ing hours when c hanging maj o r. no
penalty when a stu d e nt repeats a co ur se, and the reporting of
location of c rimes by poli c e and administration.
Mr . P ie r ce h as
e njo ye d working closely with the Faculty Senate, and hopes this
relati o nship will continue since many concerns and issues affe ct
both stude nts and faculty.
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2.

Co mmittee_Re2orts
a.

Se na te_Co mmitt ees

Polic~_Committee.
Senator Oldaker pre sented
the re p ort of the Policy Committee (Attachment A).
Items 5 and 6
(structure of the Res earc h Advisory and University Research Grant
Co mmitt ees) were discussed.
Senator Graham stated that the
Re se arch Co mmitte e will recommend the conti nuance of current
requirements presented in the Faculty Manual.
Resear c h_Committ ee. The report of the
Research Co mmittee wa s pr ese nted by Senator Graham (Attachment
B).
Senato r Graham a l so stated that Vice President Gogue spoke
with the Resea r c h Co mm ittee about a dr a ft co p y of a document
r e garding institu ti onal co mpli a n ce.
Senator Louderb ack had
Sc h olastic_Co mm it tee.
planned to bring a resol u tio n to the Se nate co n c erning t he
ctd mis sions standards for at hl etes .
Thi s wi ll be presen ted at a
later date.
Welfare_Committee.
b.

No report given.

Univ ersit~_Com mis sions_and_Co mmitt ees

International_Student_Statement_Task_For c e .
Se nator Heusi nk veld sta t ed that as we c hang e from regi o n al to
internatio nal c lient ele we need to c hange, and until th e present
time. we hav e not done so.
This ad ho c committee wish es to raise
aware nes s across c ampus of i nternational affairs .
A statement
will be introduced to the Senate after the first of the year .
Wes Burnett, o f Parks , Re c reation & Tourism Management, will
assu me the respon si bilities as Chair in the absence of Senator
Heusinkveld, who will be on sa bbatical.
3.
Senate_Preside nt 's_Re 2ort.
discussed eac h item.
4.

President Dunn briefl y

Old_ Bu si ness

a.
Senator Luedeman s tated that the Task Force for
the Recog ni tio n of C r e dit f o r Public Service met with Bud Webb ,
Dean of Agricultural Extension .
Thi s co mm ittee i s working on a
pr ocess to receive an addition to the extension budget to fund
this project, whi c h will be brought to the Senate for approval
when co mplet ed.
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b.
co ntribution s
meet ing.

Se na.I. o r Lu e deman r e p o ,·ted th a t thel' e h ave been no
t o lh e Ce nt e nnial Profe sso r s h i p s in c e th e ~ove mb~ r

c.
Senator Zehr disseminated and di s cussed the r e p o r t
from the ~ct_hQ~ Co mm ittee to Review Senate Organization and
Governance (Attachment C).
d .
Senator Murr mentioned that the Provost returned
the revisions to the Faculty Manual with only minor editorial
co rr ec tions.
Senator Murr recommended that the Senate addres s
the pr o cedure to change the Faculty Manual .

e .
Senator Murr discussed revision on the Handb oo k
and a s ked for questions, recommendation s , and notifi c a tio n of
err o r s.
f.
President Dunn reminded the Senate of the C la ss o f
'39 Ceremony at the Bell Tower at 3:30 p.m. on January 8 , 19 9 1.
~-

New_Business

a.
President Dunn presented the agenda for the visit
of Fred Sheheen, Commissioner of Higher Education, on Januar y 8 .
19 9 1 .

b.
No mination s of me mbers for the Gr i e v an c e Boa r·d
we r e :
Eldon Zehr , John Zanes, Russ Ma rion. Bob Sc halk o f r. and
Bi ll Ba1·o n.
c.
President Dunn passed out a Survey on the Mos t
Eff e ctive Way to Award S . C. State Servi c e Pins and Certifi c at es
t o C lemson University Employees (Attachment D)
Senators wer e
a s ked to c omplete and return to Ray Thompson.
d.
President Dunn announced that the Executiv e
Ad v i s or y Meeting s c heduled for Wedne s day, De c ember 12th ~t l:30
p . m. has been c an c elled .
The next meeting wi ll be on Thur s d ay .
J a nuary 3 1, 1991 at 3:30 p . m.
e.
Senat o r Luedeman suggested that a featured fac u lty
member in the Clem s on_Weekly might be a good way to re co gni ze
fa c ulty members.
f.
As a member of the Al c ohol and Drug AwarenP. ss
Co mmittee, Senator Conover reminded the S enate that fa c ult y mu s t
ah e r e t o the c urrent policy concerning s tuder1t s and al co h ol .
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Attachrrent A (l of 1)

FACULTY SENATE POL I CY COMl·! I 'l";' EE:
December 11 . 199 0
~ca culty Senate Policy Coffilnitt •.;e met Gec ·,!:1her 10 . l'.:J90 to
attend to the rollowing items:

T )·te

l. Faculty Manual items II. ~- J, ands and VI. C
were deferred for consi 0e ration until the
January meeting.
2. Reviewed "Guidelines for ~s tabl isrL:.ag an .::l for

Eliminating Academic De .;~;:..-- tme r-ir.s " a.net aqrt::r:d
to obtain more in format co:1 fron , tt":e Provos t.
before taking action.
\L. 11 conci n ue on t.hE:
January agenda.
3 .

Reviewed .Clemson Uni',[~t,:_s1 :-_y_Soc1__0_LJ:?_ol jc::z. and
found it unduly restri cti ve and an example of
"overkil 1." Comments a.:e being s~nt to the
Office of Student Deve lopmen t .

4. Discussed Item II.29 of t ~e Faculcy Manual and
noted that "suspension" is a personnel a ccio:1

and is gr1evable throu qn the Griev~nc"" Proces s.
5. Agreed that membership on t he Re search Advisory

Comm ittee shoul d remain as cu ~re~ tly structured
in the Faculty Manual.
The Po l:cJ Committee could
support addition of the As so c i~t0 VP for Budaets &
Planning and the Assoc ~~ce Dir ec t or SC Experiment
Station it moved by th0 S2 nat e, bu t tel t stron gly
that taculty members shJuld remai ~ as the cor e or
the committee.
~- Agreed that membership o~ t ~ e U~:v e~s it y Research
Grant Commi ttee shou ld .· ;,:-::iain E• •--. ,-ui:rer1 t ly
structure d in the Facu l:~ Man us!.
The Po l i cy
Committee would sup!)ort. a ch a n~e i:.o ELE CT
membe rs rather than APP O:NT t r_e:·:~ :..f move d by t!°. ,
Sen :, t. <:: .
7. Agreed that membershi;:> or. the F ~n.e .:1rts Cornmitt".ce
sho t:i d remain a::; currer: ,l v st:.~L:c t ·..u:ed (witt
e d itn r i3.l

correction:-3)

- ~ tn e

Fac ~11

cy

f,t, 1.11 uctl .

Po i2. c y Cor.·,mi tte e rnembe i:. ·. su qg, st. c.r:;;;. t the 2_1!e
Ai:t~; 0.- p ai ·tmt:ent initi~t .- .::i.n a, :·:-:. '., ,ry r.01nmitt:<:"e to
which community members can b e ap o ointe d .
~cyr:-o tl
12/90
JM

Attachr.elt D (2 of 2)
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2.

Twenty & Thirty Year Pins
Department Head
Dean or Associate Vice President
Vice President
Other

3.

Forty - Fifty Year Pins

----C.

Dean or Associate Vice President
Vice President
President
Other

Please indicate how you feel the following service pin
awards should be given. Choose either ceremony or
luncheon for each year represented.
Deot.
L ncheon
_.._..__"'-'-~~~~---R~e~c~e~o~t~i~o~n
w/no. of recioients
10
20
30
40

years
years
years
years
so years

D.

Personal Information
l.

2.
3.

Title
Deparrment
VP or VP area

Comments/S~ggestions:

/~-/ Check if additional comments are attached.

\
]"\~
Ray L. Thompson, Director
Employee Development

..
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CLE:?MtSON
UNIVERSITY
BUSINESS AND FINANCE
Personnel Services O,v,s,on

December 10, 1990
ME MO R A N D U M
TO:

faculty Senate Welfare Co~mittee, Classified Staff
Commission , Business & finance Empioyee Relations
Council, and Business & finance Secretarial Counci~

SUBJECT:

Survev on the Most Effecti ve Jav ~o Award S. C.
State Service Pins and Cert i ficates t o Clemson
University Emolovees

The S. C. Division of Human Resource Management (Dn~J1 )
t:-.e
agency that controls the issuance of state service pins and cert ficates.
DHRM normally sends all state
agencies their service pins
and
certificates to the various state agencies in January of each year.
DHRM has now decided to allow state agencies to c rjer these state
service pins and certificates a year in advance. This c~ange in the
state's program opens up se veral opt :0ns on !-.cw ·..;e ra:.g:'.~ ·..;er,:
award the service pins ar.d certi:icates he re at C.J..ems :.n . We as k y:,-..:. ::
ty
help :n this evaluation by comp~eting th:s SurVE Y f: rr:i .::., . ""'
car.tributing any ideas you think re:at ive.
~

A.

Please indicate the manner in which you feel would be
most appropriate for Clemson J niversity to award State
Service Pins. Note : Current rractice is to award on
a:1 annual basis.
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

Annual awards
Semi-annual awards
Quarterly awards
Monthly awards (in the month that service mi~estone
occi.;rs)

Since State Service Pins recognize service to the State,
please indicate the most appropriate person to award
the following service pin:
1.

Ten Year Pin
Immediate Supenisor
Department
Head
--Other

106 UNIVERSITY SQUARE • CLEMSON SOUTH CAROLINA 29634-5337 • TELEPHONE 803/656-2426
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REPORT FROM THE AD HOC COMMITTEE TO REVIEW
SENATE ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNANCE
December 11, 1990
Eldon I. Zehr, Chair
The ad hoc Committee to Review Senate Organization and
Governance is studying a number of issues that would affect Senate
organization and governance if adopted by the faculty. We wish to
list here the concerns that are being studied by the Committee, and
the consensus views of the Committee about each.
1.

We believe that th_e size of the Senate body should be
increased, perhaps to approximately 50 members, to reflect the
larger number of faculty now at Clemson University and to
serve effectively in the increasing range of committee
responsibilities.

2.

The term of off ice of the President of the Faculty Senate
should be extended to 2 years to provide more effective
representation of the faculty.

3.

Cammittee structure and scope of activities for standing
committees of the Faculty Senate should be studied and
restated.

4.

The Faculty Senate should have more responsibility and
oversight of University committees and commissions that relate
to academic affairs.
The chairs of all academic committees
and commissions should be faculty. They should report to the
Senate about activities twice each year.

5.

There should be a "Financial and Facilities" Cammi ttee to
enhance faculty input and keep faculty informed of financial
matters and plans for facilities that affect academic affairs.

6.

The Senate should assume the responsibility of the Academic
Council.
Committees that report to the Academic Council
should report to the Faculty Senate.

7.

To expedite communication, the President of the Senate should
meet separately with the President and Provost of the
University once each month.

8.

The President of the Faculty Senate should be a voting member
in meetings of the Vice-Presidents of the University.

9.

The ad hoc Committee also is studying . the concept of including
department heads and college deans as faculty who might be
eligible for election as faculty representatives on the
Faculty Senate.

J)RA F-/
EXECUTIVE

J)KAF-,SUMMARY

Universities involved in research, teaching, and public service activities in
which federal funds are involved are required to be compliant with various
federal laws, regulations, executive orders, etc.
It is important to note
that these federal requirements apply to nearly all research, teaching, and
public service activities once any federal funds are accepted by the
institution and llilt. just those projects or activities directly funded from a
federal source .
This means that an errant activity in one program could
jeopardize numerous activities in unrelated programs campus wide.
Institutions face a rapidly growing and constantly changing set of
requirements to be compliant. Penalties vary from the moderate to the extreme
within the various areas of compliance with punitive actions focused on the
institutions in some cases and on the specific individual(s) in other cases.
For the protection of the institution, it is critical that our faculty, staff,
and students know the rule~, that appropriate policies or assurances are i n
place, that required training is conducted, and that we have a systematic plan
for review and evaluation.
As the research program at Clemson University has grown during the past few
years, the number of federal audits and external compliance reviews has
increased.
We will see much closer scrutiny of our compliance program in the
coming years.
This document is an administrator's guide to current compliance requirements.
As an overview document it provides general information, but specific
questions and detailed discussion should be directed to the contact person for
the specific compliance issue raised.
There are several components to the
document:

Institutional compliance Requirements
Areas of federal compliance responsibilities are listed.
General requirements to be compliant are stated.
Applicable laws and regulations for each area of compliance are
listed.
The contact person that can serve as a resource to assist with
questions and issues for each area of compliance is listed.
The unit or division responsible for each area of compliance is
identified.

compliance oversight Reporting Chart
Risk Assessment foe Non-compliance
Institutional Compliance Budget Requirements
Standard operating Procedures

Attachrrent B (1 of 2)

RESEARCH COMMITTEE REPORT
December 1990
Vice President for Research Dr. G. J. Gouge spoke with the Research
Committee about a draft copy of a document titled Institutional
Compliance Requirements.
Numerous laws both federal and state with a
myriad of rules and regulations exist that have impacts on university
research, teaching, and public service activities. Clemson University
has developed a system throughout the various colleges and disciplines
that address compliance.
The draft of Institutional Compliance Requirements is an overview
document that provides general information about compliance. As stated
in the attached summary specific questions about details should be
addressed to the contact person for specific compliance issues.
Vice President Gouge is scheduled during the spring to speak to
the Senate and discuss the document.
Executive Summary

of the document is attached.

The Research Committee continues development of a senate policy
statement about graduate education.

I
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DRAFT
MINUTES
GENERAL FACULTY
DECEMBER 19, 1990
1.
Call_to_Order.
order at 10:05 a.m.

Provost Maxwell called the meeting to

2.
Approval_of_Minutes.
The minutes of the General
Faculty Meeting dated August 22, 1990 were approved as
distributed.
3.
Alumni_Award_for_Distinguished_Service.
Provost
Maxwell introduced Matthew Watkins, Assistant Vice President for
Alumni Relations, who presented this award to Professor James H.
Palmer, and cited his work in the field of agronomy and soils,
especially that of soybeans.
4.
Alumni_Professors.
Provost Maxwell announced the names
of two new Alumni Professors:
Gordon Halfacre, Professor of
Horticulture and Mark Steadman, Professor of English.
5.
Report_of_the_Self_Stud~_Committee.
Professor Steve
Melsheimer updated the faculty and staff of the progress made by
this committee since the Spring, 1989, and whose work should
culminate by Spring, 1991.
6.
Report_of_the_Capital_Campaign.
Dr. Gary Ransdell
provided an update of the Capital Campaign.
The goal for this
campaign is to provide 35 million dollars for endowment, 15.5
million dollars for facilities, 5.5 million dollars for
equipment, and 6 million dollars in annual unrestricted support.
Fifty-eight (58%) percent of this goal has been committed.
7.
Report_of_the_Teaching_Awards.
Dr. Garth Spencer
explained the establish ment and funding of a teaching award
program to reflect Clemson's emphasis on teaching.
Also
explained was the proper manner in which to submit a teaching
award proposal.
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8.
Report_of_the_Facult~_Senate_President.
Dr. Allen
Dunn, President, shared mid-year activities of the. Senate which
included:
1)
~~~rg 2 (Centennial Professorship and Class of
'39);

2)

cooperation (with the Commission o~ Classified
Staff, Extension Senate, Graduate Student
Association and Student Government also USC
and MUSC);
3)
general_activities (Forum for Research and
Teaching, Breakfast with the Board of
Trustees);
4)
i~ 2 ~g 2 (postal service, optional retirement, a
system for support of computer services for
students, interr.ational e ducation for all
international students, faculty statement on
graduate and undergraduate education to find
the quality we want to see, reorganization of
Faculty Senate, Faculty Manual, admission of
scholarship athletes, parking, criteria for
elimination of academic departments,
evaluation of department heads); and
5)
polic~_reviews (research ethics, smoking,
substance abuse, patent).
Dr. Dunn reminded faculty to communicate information to the
Faculty Senate, and thanked the Administration for its help and
continued support.
Dr. Dunn announced that Fred Sheheen,
Commissioner of Higher Education, will be the guest of the
Faculty Senate at the 4:00 p.m. meeting on January 8, 1991 in the
Student Senate Chaffibers.
9.

Report_from_the_Chairpers o n_of_the_Commission_on
Classified_Staff.
Ms. Ruth K. Taylor informed the
faculty end staff of issues given attention by the Commission
this year.
Compensation remains to be the number one concern;
others include:
parking, shuttlebus restrictions, and the
provision of graduation ceremony apparel for classified staff
persons.
Visibility and Communication will continue to be
important through the use of newsletters, brochures, videotapes
and correspondence with other college campuses. Of special
importance, Ms. Taylor noted the establishment of a scholarship
program three years ago.
This year Jason Mosley (son of Carol
Foster Mosley), was named the first recipient of this
scholarship.
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10.
The_President's_Address.
Provost Maxwell introduced
President Lennon who began his address by congratulating Doctors
Palmer, Halfacre, and Steadman upon their respective
accomplishments and awards.
"Time and change will surely show how firm thy
friendship (in this case) with Clemson."
(Partial quote from
another University alma mater . )
The frustration resulting from our world changing so
rapidly, makes us sometimes feel a little uncertain and unsure.
I don't know how to effectively communicate to those of us at
Clemson University just how rapidly our world i§ changing.
I
wish I could be so successful so that each person at Clemson
would begin to develop a sense of urgency to take ourselve~
(individually and collectively) more seriously as we accept the
r e sponsibility of shaping this University for the future.
Each
person has to be a part of that process.
I urge you to join me
in this challenge.
We began a process that resulted in our Second Century
Plan with six major areas of e mphasis.
Strategic Planning was
then added.
Strategic planning is giving us results already, for
example, the teaching awards (discussed earlier) from the
Provost's Office.
We are learning that we can do whatever we
determine should be done to improve undergraduate curriculum, if
we decide that it is necessary to do so.
When I go to national
meetings with other university presidents, and we break into
smaller groups to deal with issues in workshop settings, I feel a
sense of pride because on every issue confronting higher
education , Clemson University is ahead of the curve.
We have
bright pe o ple who have devoted significant time developing our
strategy to deal with these issues.
There is one exception,
th o ugh, and that issue has to do with globalization or
internati·onalizing Clemson University and all that it does.
We
are making progress there, but we still have to become more
aggressive to be successful.
As an institution, one of the first things you learn to
do when you challenge yourself, is to clearly define what you
want to become.
At the beginning of our planning process we
began to evaluate our mission.
We have a mission statement, and
in our planning process we have become to appreciate the
uniqueness of the land grant university mission and all that that
entails.
But we find in · this process that we have to do more
than develop a mission statement - we have to have a vision.
~hat will Clemson become?
Let me share this vision statement
(Attachment A) with you:
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Our vision for the future states that Clemson
University will become the nation's l~~ding technologically
oriented land grant university.
Are you going to accept that?
Those involved in planning concluded that if we s~id ''one cf the
leading," many of us would believe we are already there, .'.:'nd
therefore do not need to improve.
This clearlv establishes our
direction.
What do we mean by "technolob;cally-oriented land
grant university?''
We simply me~n that we are not comprehensive
and offer every possiblb degree program.
So it is in that group
of peer institution.:- we expect to excel.
"This can be achieved
through ~n uncompromising passion for excellence in undergraduate
and g~~duate teaching, research, and public service.
The
University will emphasize science, technology and innovation and
will be dedicated to providing a liberal education that fosters
integrity, critical thinking, a global view, and leaderhip for a
changing world."
If you think about what we are saying, it begins to
suggest that some people are beginning to take Clemson University
seriously.
It also suggests that we are going to have to learn
how to involve the president, deans, faculty, staff, or any other
person within the institution.
It also suggests that if we are
going to be successful, we must begin immediately to dismantle
many of our traditional thoughts as to how we function.
We
cannot be sh~ckeled by the bureaucracy imposed upon us by state
government or those we impose upon ourselves.
We have to develop
a can-do attitude.
We must be willing to decide that we will
develop a can-do attitude so that we put the ~esponsibility on
ourselves to figure out how to achieve excellence.
Leave here to today with one thought:
Clemson
University i§ beginning to take itself seriously.
We are here to
provide excellence in education, and we will develop a process to
commit ourselves to excellence.
When a student applies to
Clemson University, our application should be the best experience
a student could have.
Who better to make sure that the
experience is the best than those in admissions.
It means that
we will have to develop a significant data set so that you will
have the feedback necessary to make sure that we are providing a
quality service.
We are going to expect a commitment to
excellence in everything we do at Clemson; and if we do that, we
can accomplish our mission and vision.
We will be tested right away.
This year will be one of
the more difficult years legislatively.
You will hear through
the media a lot of discussion regarding the state budget process.
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Because of what is happening already, we can predict lots of
divergent opinions .
Normally, at this stage for example, the
Budget and Control Board is fairly unified - but you know and I
know, that they aren't.
As a result, we can predict that the
House will have its say, the Senate will have its say, and that
there will be a lot of opportunity for exciting things to happen .
Based on the downturn of our economy most are aware that there
will be very little in the way of new resources.
Therefore, it
is even more important for us to work hard to make sure that
higher education is a priority in the General Assembly.
There
will be a bond bill this year.
We are positioning ourselves to
aggressively pursue funding for several priorities.
We have to
work hard to make sure that education gets its fair share of that
bond bill.
If we aren't successful on certain projects, it will
be my intent to form a group to figure out other ways to
acco mpli s h the project .
Surely, there are other ways to
accomplish our goals because if we wait for the State of South
Carolina to solve our problems, we might wait a long time.
It's
a cultural change - but I ask you to help us accomplish this
goal.
11 .

Adjournment .

The meeting was adjourned at 11 : 32 a . m.

Kenneth R. Murr, Secretary
Cathy T.
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Sturkie, Staff Secretary

DRAFT
MINUTES
FACULTY SENATE
JANUARY 8, 1991
1.
Call_to_Order .
order at 3:37 P ~m.

President Dunn called the meeting to

Class_of_'39_Award_for_Excellence.
2.
Joel Vincent
Brawley, Jr., this year's recipient, was honored at a brief
ceremony during which congratulatory remarks were given by
Commissioner Fred Sheheen, Dr. W. David Maxwell, and Dr . T. L .
Senn.
3.
Special_Order_of_the _ Da~.
President Dunn introduced
Fred Sheheen, Commissioner, Commission on Higher Education.
Commissioner Sheheen mentioned items the CHE will address during
the next year:
(1) funding, (2) institutional effectiveness,
and (3) state planning.
The CHE is approving insitutional
missions; and will also look at space use and space needs, state
funding and institutional spending patterns, and quality
incentives.
Issues on the agenda for the CHE include how much
money is generated for institutions; quality incentives; changing
the formula from regional to national peer groups; and enrollment
management . Other items to consider include:
harmonizing the
role of the two medical schools; in-house requests for graduate
programs from four year branches of USC (other 'branches wish to
become four year institutions/have university status/become part
of the public system); access-in-equity program for improving the
presence of minorities; and duel two year systems .
Dr. Sheheen reiterated that in deliberations of the CHE
and public and educational affairs in the state, a strong faculty
voice is desired. Dr. Sheheen charged the Senate to use its
talent, intellect, resources, and expertise to contribute in full
measure to these deliberations of higher education and public
policy matters.
4.
Approval_of_Minutes.
The Faculty Senate Minutes for
November 13, 1990 and December 11, 1990 were approved as written.
5.

Committee_Reports
a.

Senate_Committees

1

Polic~_ Committee .
policy report (Attachment A) .

Senator Milstead submitted the

Research_Committee.

There was no report .

Scholastic_Policies_Committee.
reported that there was no report .
Welfare_Committee.
there was no report.
b.

Senator Louderback

Senator Baron reported that

Universit~_Commissions_and_Committees

6.
Senate_President's_Re2ort.
President Dunn referred to
the President's Report (Attachment B) .
Attention was called to
Item #3 for emphasis, and Item #4 for correction (should be
Universit~ requirements instead of NQAA requirements.
7.

Old_Business

a.
Senator Hare submitted a report from the ~Q_bQ2
Committee to Review the Purchase of Business and Finance Software
Systems by the Office of Business and Finance (Attachment C) .
Senator Hare presented four motions, which were seconded,
concerning the delay of the replacement of the software system
until all aspects are considered by technically familiar internal
personnel.
Motions passed (FS91-1-l A- D P)
(Attachment D).
b.
Senator Luedeman reported that nine contributions,
totaling $2,435 have been received for the Centennial
Professorship Campaign this month.
A letter seeking
contributions was recently mailed to all faculty.
The Senate is
grateful for previous contributions, but must continue to solicit
money through the mail system.
Unfortunately, those who have
previously committed to the campaign may continue to receive this
appeal for support . The Senate asks for their understanding.
c.
Senator Milstead presented a motion from the
Policy Committee to change the Faculty Manual to make the Faculty
Senate President responsible for resolving conflicts regarding
violations of the Faculty Manual.
Motion passed (Attachment E) .
d.
Senator Murr then made a motion for a new
procedure to update the Faculty Manual, which is supported b y the
Policy Committee.
Motion passed with no dissent (Attachment F).
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e.
The following senators were elected to serve on
the Grievance Board:
Bob Schalkoff-Engineering; Eldon Zehr
Agricultural Sciences; Brenda Vander Mey-Liberal Arts; and
Kenneth Murr-Library.
f .
Senator Louderback made a motion to change the
distribution of the MacDonald's Scholarship back to the original
2:1, undergraduate to graduate distribution.
Motion was seconded
and passed.
g.
Michael Bridgwood (Engineering) was elected to
serve in Paula Heusinkveld's place on the Fine Arts Committee
during her sabbatical .
h.
Eleanor Hare (Sciences) was elected to serve in
Paula Heusinkveld's place on the Handicapped Committee .
8.

New_Business

a.
Senator Luedeman made a motion to endorse the
Student Senate Resolution, "Handicap Vans" (AttachmentG ~).
Motion was seconded and passed with no dissent (FS91-1-2 P)
(Attachment H).
b.
Senator Baron expressed concern regarding
violations of the Faculty Manual.
Discussion followed with ideas
for proper procedures to follow to ensure adherence to Faculty
Manual.
Senators were reminded to submi~ items to Ken Murr
c.
by
February 15, 1991 (for publication on March
or Peter Loge
1st), for the 0Een_Forum.
9.

Adjournment.

The meeting adjourned at 5:32 p . m.
Kenneth R . Murr, Secretary
Cathy T . Sturkie, Staff Secretary

Senators absent:
D. Graham (D. Brune attended), D. Grigsby, S).
ion, G. Lucas, K. Dieter, (J. Waldvogel attended ,
Ingram, R . Mar
T. Tisue
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FACULTY SENATE POLICY COMMITTEE REPORT
January 8, 1991
The Policy Committee met January 4, 1991 to attend to the
following items:
1. George Lucas notified the Chair that he has accepted a
position as Assistant Director for Research at the National
Endowment for the Humanities and will no longer serve on the
Committee.
The Committee wishes him good luck and will
request a replacement~
2. Reviewed "Guidelines for Establishing and for Eliminating
Academic Departments" and made recommendations for change to
Dr. David Maxwell, Provost.
3.Reviewed the report from the Ad Hoc Committee to Review
Senate Organization and Governance. The Committee agreed
with item 1, opposed item 2, strongly agreed with items 4
through 8, and strongly disagreed with item 9 (inclusion of
administrators in Faculty Senate).
4. Recommend Faculty Senate support the Student Senate
resolution concerning handicapped access.
5. Reviewed changes from the Faculty Manua1 Committee and
recommends support.
Next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, January 22, 1991 from
11:00 am.m to 12:30 p.m. in the Dean's Conference Room, 5th
floor, College of Nursing.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
JANUARY, 1991
1.
At the December 3rd meeting of the Academic Council,
approval was given to two recommendations from the Commission on
Undergraduate Studies.
The first concerned residence
requirements, and stated, "In order to qualify for an
undergraduate degree, a student must complete from Clemson a
minimum of 30 of the last 36 credits presented for the degree."
The second concerned class attendance and stated, "If the student
does not have sufficient withdrawal hours or if the student's
absence that exceeds the professor's stated attendance policy
occurs within the last five weeks of the semester, the violation
of the attendance policy will result in the professor marking a
final grade of "F" on the grade collection forms at the end of
the semester" (Attachment A).
In a related matter, it was
requested that professors state in their course syllabus the
length of time students must wait on a professor before leaving.
The Faculty Manual states 15 minutes.
2.
The Office of Admissions and Registration has
projected enrollments for the next 10 years (Attachment B).
After 1993, they expect the enrollment of undergraduates to
stabilize for it is anticipated the number of new freshman and
transfers will be comparable to the years 1991, 1992, and 1993.
The projections are based on the assumption the .University will
continue to enroll 2,500 new freshman and 600 new transfers each
year, and attrition and graduation rates will be similar to past
years.
Undergraduate Projections are:
1991
1992
1993
1994-2000

12,802
12,465
12,054
12,054

3.
When Dr. Lennon became President of the University, he
committee to the Board of Trustees that he would remain as
President for five years.
This period will be up on march l,
1991.
He has announced that he has advised the board that he
will remain as President for two more years.
4.
On December 7th, Dr. Louderback and myself met with Dr.
Lennon, Dr. Skelton, and members of the Admissions Exception
Committee to discuss the admission of scholarship athletes to the
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University.
The Letter of Intent which is sent to each athlete
for the awarding of a scholarship contains a statement that the
athlete must be admitted to the University.
Those who do not
meet University requirements are reviewed by the Admissions
Exception Committee.
Dr. Lennon stated he would like to see the
committee base their decisions on the graduation potential of
each athlete reviewed .
5.
On December 11th, the Standing Committee on Admissions
and Scholarship of the Athletic Council met with Coach Hatfield.
Coach Hatfield stated that in his recruiting program, he is
seeking athletes who will be students, and he wants his players
to graduate from the University.
Character is a quality he is
looking for in the students he is recruiting, and on this basis,
the football program is being built.
He also stressed that he is
and will be working to get his players to think beyond football
and to see that they must prepare for the future.
He is in favor
of decentralizing the housing of athletes, and wants to see
athletes integrated more into the University community.
He is
setting high standards of conduct for his players, and will be
working with he faculty to bring about a greater understanding
between athletics and academics on campus.
He will need the help
and support of the faculty in his endeavors.
6.
Dr. Charles Tucker, Chairman of the USC Faculty Senate
Welfare Committee, has sent a copy of a resolution concerning
administrative salaries at USC (Attachment C).
The resolution
proposes no increase in administrative salaries until faculty
salaries on the average are equal to faculty salaries at peer
institutions in the southeast.
7.
As stated in the December President's Report, a site
has been chosen for the East Campus Student Activities Center,
but the facility to be located between Riggs and Freeman Halls
will be a canteen . The site for the Super Cats Store which will
contain a student-oriented computer rental/copy shop with a focus
on low cost quality color printing, a convenience store, and a
CAT II Memorabilia Shop is pending approval by the Facilities
Planning Committee.
8.
Please continue to encourage your colleagues to support
the Centennial Professorship Fund.
We need to complete the
campaign this year by raising $38,000.
This is a commitment made
by the Senate, and it is going to take increased effort to reach
our goal.
At department and college meetings and in discussions
with colleagues, encourage participation.
Pledge cards and other
materials can be obtained form the Development Office or contact
Dr. Luedeman.
This is a faculty award, given by faculty to one
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of our own who has demonstrated excellence in scholarship and
professional achievement.
9.
The ~g_bQ£ Committee to Review Senate Organization and
Governance Report is attached (Attachment D).
Please give it
your serious consideration and discuss it with colleagues.
The
Committee is proposing:
an increase in the size of the Senate
extending the term of the President to two years
a study of existing committee structure and
mandates
the Senate have greater oversight responsibility
for academic committees and commissions
academic committees and commissions be chaired by
a faculty member
establish a Senate "Financial and Facilities"
Committee
committees reporting to the Academic Council
should report to the Senate
President of the Senate should meet on a scheduled
basis with the President and Provost
Senate President should be a voting member at Vice
Presidents' meetings
anyone holding faculty rank could be eligible for
election to the Senate
10.
Fred Sheheen will be present at our meeting on January
8th.
A schedule of his visit is attached (Attachment E).
Please
plan to attend the 10:00 a.m. meeting with him, and encourage
your colleagues to attend the 2:00 p.m. meeting.
All meetings
will be held in the Board Room of Sikes Hall.
At 3:30 p.m., the
Senate will meet at the Bell Tower for the unveiling of the
inscribed name of the Class of '39 Award winner.
Mr. Sheheen
will join us for this occasion.
11.
An updated version of the purpose and eligibility for
the selection of Clemson University's Outstanding Graduate
Teaching Assistants is attached (Attachment F).
12.
Attached is Resolution 90/91 No. 40 passed by the
Student Government on December 3, 1990 entitled, "Campus
Construction:
Boom or Doom?" (Attachment G).
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Faculty Senate 81/Ja: Committee to Review the Purchase of Business and Finance Software Systems
by the Office of Business and Finance
January 8, 1991
Report to the Facu1ty Senate
•

Background
-August, 1989, stucty by IBM stucty team recommended enhancing software system, not replacing it
-July, 1990, stucty by Deloitte & Touche recommended replacement of Business & Finance software and
estimated cost of replacement at 2 to 3 m11lion oollars

•

The software rep1acement proposed in the De1oitte-Touche study represents a radical
change.
-Deloitte-Touche stucty looked at only part of administrative information software system and recommended
a new database for that part of the system, thereby creating a hetercgeneous database environment
-Hetercgeneous database environment extremely undesirable -- no known general solution for data conversion
-Total cost of new Business & Finance software system not included in Deloitte-Touche estimates.

•

Why change the current database management system?
-Upgrade of IDMS/R, currently in progress at Clemson, wm provide comparable function as new database

•

If a radical change 1n the software system 1s desirable, is a different relational database
management system the best alternative?
-Relational database (recommended by Deloitte-Touche) considered "semantically bankrupt"
-Current trend in DBMS is toward Object-Oriented database mooel
-IDMS/R has relational query language and some features of Object-Oriented mooel
-Future directions in database probably toward networks of workstations and file servers

•

Other technical problems and costs.
-Networking with aseam less system, as recommended by IBM stucty, not ~ressed
-Retraining of technical support staff and users
-Methoos and cost of interfacing with other University systems not fully ~ressed
-No benefit stucty conducted
- Annual fees and maintenance charges not included in cost estimates

•

Funding.
-Who will pay? What ~itional funding will be required?

•

The effect of business office po11cies and procedures.
-Nrl!JSS by some researchers to their own contract and grant data excluded under current policy
-Proposed new financial system software probably of little benefit to academic users
-Input from Computing and Information Technology absent from software replacement proposal

•

Procedural and organizational concerns.
-Legitimate need for faculty to participate in this decision process
-Any acmemic funds being used for this purchase? Higher priorities for the use of acmemic funds?
-Administration unresponsive to requests for input from computer professionals
-Failure of Business Office to communicate needs to DAPS
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REPORT
On December 5, 1990, B. Allen Dunn, President of the Clemson University Faculty Senate, appointed an tKI IKx
committee to evaluate the proposed purchase of business software systems as related to the needs of the University.
Committee members are Tony Connor (Computer Science), Jim Davis (Accountancy), Eleanor Hare (Chair,
Computer Science), Nancy Longcrier (Nursing), Russ Marion (Education) and Jack Peck (Computer Science).

Background of proposed purchase of business systems software
On September 20, 1990, the Computer Advisory Committee was informed that the Business Office hoo decided to
replace Business & Finance software systems with purchased packages and that the total cost was expected to be in
the range of 2 to 3 million oollars.
The proposal to purchase new system software for the Business Office was preceded by two studies. In August,
1989, a stucty, team, assisted by IBM personnel and information resources, presented a self-assessment of the
campus community's current and future information needs. Primary objectives as stated by this stucty, team
include:
a.

Establishing comprehensive and consistent planning and direction for campus-wide oom1nistratlve
information systems and improving the effectiveness with which policies and procedures are communicated.

b.

Appointing a Director of Business Systems Development, who would communicate the needs of Business
& Finance to the Division of Administrative Programming (DAPS).

c.

Providing the user community with a seam less open network; i.e., a network which allows the inter
connection of various types of computers into a unified computing environment in such a Wft,/ that users
perceive no difference in how the system works.

d.

Improving on-line occess, data integration, and reporting flexibility. To occomplish this 1})81, the stucty,
team recommended the purchase of programming development tools, winoow1ng environment support, and
other software, as well as ~itional staff for DAPS.

e.

Establishing a training and support center to assist all emplcryees in the use of information technolOJy.

The total cost of occomplishing the above l})als was estimated at 10.3 m1111on oollars, 9.85 million of which was
allocated to establishing a seamless network. Cost of enhancing the current business software system was not
included in this estimate. ( It is possible to partially implement the IBM sul}Je5t1ons without spending 10.3
mil11on. The IBM stucty, team provided sul}Je5t1ons for future directions and these sugJeStions should be carefully
evaluated. Clemson must ask, ·where oo we want to be in computing in ten years? Do we want to maintain or
improve our current position in this arear With a rapidly changing technolOJy, not to improve is to fall behind.)
The IBM stucty, team recommended enhancing current systems. It did not recommend replacing them. Also, the
stucty, team did not estimate the cost of enhancement. The stucty, team did sugJeSt hiring 1O~itional people at DAPS
to support new applications, 5 ~1tional people for network support, and 5 ~itional people to provide training to
users.
Asecond stucty,, performed by the occounting firm of Deloitte-Touche for Business & Finance, was presented in
July, 1990. The scope of this stucty, was •to develop a strat~ to improve (or replace) the existing Financial
Human Resource, and related organizational systems." Deloitte-Touche recommended that a collection of
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applications maintained and supported by DAPS be repltmf, rather than enhanced. Deloitte-Touche also performed
a cost estimate comparing in-house (DAPS) development against the cost of three large venoor packages and
preferred the package alternative. The estimated cost was 2 to 3 million oollars for replacement of the Business &
Finance software.
Deloitte-Touche stated that the current design is "based on database technolaw (preferably Relational) which ooes
not exist tooay". (Deloitte-Touche was apparently not aware that IDMS was upgra:e:1 to IDMS/R (the Rstands for
"relational") more than four years 8f'J'l. Since no change of database is necessary to obtain relational functions, It is
possible that Deloitte-Touche's cost estimate for in-house development is inoccurate.)
Two of the three venoor packages referenced by Deloitte-Touche were presented using the IBM relational database,
082. The third package used Oracle, another relational database. There was no mention in the Deloitte-Touche
stucty of other systems sharing data with the Business Office software. The Deloitte-Touche stucty was of the
Business Office software only and did not llliress the major concerns presented by the IBM stucty team.
Deloitte-Touche estimated the cost of replacing the Business Office software at 2 to 3 million oollars (including a
new database).
On October 9, 1990, the Clemson University Faculty Senate passed a resolution "That this proposed purchase of
computer software should be delayed until ooequate input from the Accounting Department, the Computer Science
Department, DAPS, the Division of Information Systems Development (DISD), and the Computer Center at Clemson
be obtained."
On October 23, 1990, the University Computer Advisory Committee passed a resulution that "The University
Computer Advisory Committee supports Faculty Senate resolution FS90-10-2-p, 'Resolution of _the Proposed
Purchases of Computer Software by the Office of the Vice President for Business and Finance.' Further, we define
the word 'delay' in the last paragraph of the Faculty Senate resolution to mean postponing the issuance of any
Request For Proposal (RFP) for this project until more appropriate University review has been undertaken as
outlined in the Faculty Senate resolution."
On October 25, 1990. an RFP for Business Systems Software Selection was issued by Clemson University.

6Qals of the llflhoc

committee.

The committee decided not to conduct an in-depth evaluation of the need of Business & Finance for a new software
system, the accounting practices represented by the Deloitte-Touche report, or the contents of the RFP. Instead,
the committee evaluated the impact of the replacement of Business & Finance software systems, the impact of
incorporating a different database management system into the present Clemson University ~ministrative
software system, and the broader issue of responsibility for major expenditures affecting more than one
~ministrative unit.
The committee recommends that the following concerns be ao:iressed before any RFP bid is accepted.
1.

The software replacement proposed in the Deloitte-Touche study represents a radical

change.
The ~ministrative information systems at Clemson University are comprised of some fifty-one systems,
containing 6,621 programs. These software systems all utilize a database management system (DBMS) called
I See Appendix Aand Appendix B.
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IDMS/R and many systems share data with other systems.2 The Deloitte-Touche stucty, recommended the
replacement of 17 of these systems ( 2 ,363 pr()Jrams) and the replacement of the DBMS for these 17 systems.
Replacement of these 17 systems and the database might be an interesting idea (even though very difficult) if it
were not for the fact that other systems share data with these 17 systems.
However, since data is shared between systems to be replaced and systems not to be replaced, the Deloitte-Touche
recommendation would require operating two different DBMS's on the same data. This action would result in a
heterogeneous database environment. We know of no database expert who would recommend using two different
database management systems in the same software system.3 To take the current homogeneous system and turn it
into a heterogeneous system is technically almost unthinkable. It cannot improve a system. It will certainly
introduce many problems of both peformance and correctness that did not previously exist. (Consider two people
withdrawing money from the same checking account using two ATM's with no control on concurrent reads and
writes. This example might result in the account balance reflecting only the last withdrawal. The use of two
database management systems cannot protect against this problem.)
Problems of simultaneously operating two database management systems on the same collection of data are, in
general, unsolved. Even if the technical problems could be solved, purchase of adifferent DBMS would require the
purchase of acxiitional software, including productivity tools for the new database environment and software to
support a change in the telecommunications monitor (another major software system). The cost of this acxiitional
software ooes not appear to be included in the Deloitte-Touche estimates.
In acxiition , a change in the DBMS would necessitate changes to pr()Jrams other than those to be repla::ed. The actual
cost of anew Business & Finance software must include the cost of changing all affected pr()Jrams.
An RFP for these radical changes has been issued even though, according to Deloitte-Touche, the current Clemson
position in software is considerably better than the current industry position in both utilization of technolcq,, and
direct user access to data.4

2.

Why change the current database mangqement system?

IDMS/R (the "R" stands for "relational") version 12 contains the same system query language, SQL, as the IBM
relational database management system (082), the product perceived to be the panacea of information system
problems on the Clemson campus. W'rrf has DB2 been targeted as the language for the proposed administrative
system? What features make it a better choice? What sacrifices will be made if DB2 is installed? How will the
interface to other applications, which continue to use IDMS/R, be provided? Until these and related critical issues
are fully answered, no commitment should be made to change the current system.

A database management system is a collection of pr()Jrams and uti11t1es that store data and the
relationships between data. Among the features provided by these systems are report generation, audit
trails, concurrency control, recovery from hardware or software failure, and control of access to data.
3 "A heterogeneous system is a distributed system in which different DBMS's are running at different sites
-- more precisely, a system in which the DMS's at different sites support different data models and/or
different database operations. ...The heterogeneous system problem is a very difficult one, however, because
it includes as a subproblem the problem of conversion between different data models, for which no general
solution is known. The best that can be <ime is to attempt to solve it in a variety of special cases in an txl/Jcc
manner." -- C. J. Date, An lntrafuction to OatebaseSystems, Fourth Ed., Addison-Wesley Pub. Co.• 1986,
p. 602.
4 Deloitte-Touche, _
Business and Finance Administrative Systems Assessment, July 1990, p. 54.
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3.

If a radical change In the software system is desirable. is a different relational database
management system the best alternouve?

The change of database management system (DBMS) software, which unlerlies almost all current administrative
systems at Clemson University, is clearly radical. If such a radical change is desirable, then one must ask ,
"Are other radical changes better than the proposed change to DB2?"
The relational mooel, of which DB2 is an example, has been popularized for more than ten years, but is
acknowl~ by many professionals to be "semantically bankrupt" and is now receiving less attention than
earlier.5 The current trend in DBMS ls, in fact, awfto./ from the relational mooel and toward a far superior mooel,
the Object-Oriented (00) Database Mooe1. As one examines_the features of the 00 mooel, one finds a str1k1ng
similarity to features found 1n IDMS/R with its Integrated Data Dictionary ( IDD). Semantic representation
provided by the IDD ls among the highest 1n the industry while features such as SOL (the query language found in
DB2) are also available in release 12 of IDMS/R.
Another radical appr~h. worthy of consideration, would be to discontinue use of the mainframe computer for
many administrative applications and to move toward networks of workstations and file servers. Many
repartments on the Clemson Campus have alrEmy mare this move and would welcome a better networked solution to
their administrative needs. The November 28, 1990, issue of Business W619k contains an article entitled
"Rethinking the Computer" which discusses this appr~h as the direction of all ·future automated 1nformat1on
systems. NCR has recently announced.plans to.discontinue the mtmufacture of mainframe computers in preference
to solving "mainframe class problems" on networks with shared data. Performance is better, function is higher
and costs are lower. Many companies are positioning themselves to take advantage of current and future
microcomputer technologies operating in this networked environment. Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh ,
wirely acknowle«)ed to be a learer in computer technology, is currently moving some of its administrative support
applications to a networked environment which provides a truly seamless interface between ~mic and
administrative needs. Radical solutions are not alwfto./5 bad, but they oo require the ability to look toward the
future with clarity of vision.
The most difficult problem with both radical appr~hes is, "How do we get from here to there?" Data and
programs must be converted or re-created, procedures must change, and users must be retrained. These tasks are
all costly and mfto,/ not be justifiable at the present time; however, the networking radical appr~h mfto./ be less
costly than the appr~h proposed by the Business Office and the Deloitte-Touche stu~ and _wm not soon become
obsolete.
·
4.

Other technical problems ond costs.

Networking with oseamless system not addressed,
Both the Deloitte-Touche and IBM studies address the need for a seamless system, yet there appears to be some
confusion es towhat a "seamlesssystem" contains. The refinition used by Deloitte-Touche refers toa single
hardware platform (the mainframe), while the refinition used by IBM refers to multiple types of hardware. It
seems clear that we wm never again move all University computing back to a single mainframe hardware
platform; thus, the Deloitte-Touche ref1niton is unacceptable. This confusion moy seem trivieil at first, but
hardware integration can be a primary cost concern. If the replcK:ement software cannot be Integrated into the
existing hardware configuration, then additional hardware and/or software moy be required to allow the
replacement software to interconnect with existing hardware. The IBM stuctt discusses interconnection of various
5 D. Maler, IEEE Data Engineering Conference, Los Angeles , CA, February, 1988.
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types of computers, while the Deloitte-Touche study leads us to believe that one hardware system is required. This
terminology needs clarification.
Retraining of technical support staff and users.

The IBM task force suggested the creation of a central training and support office and estimated its cost at
$300 ,000. The Deloitte-Touche stucry, includes training as a staff responsibility, along with operations
definitions, testing and file conversion. Management responsibilities include project management, package
selection, policy and procedures review and moclification, interface moclification and report definition.
Deloitte-Touche estimates total cost of both staff and management responsibilities at $39,500 to $51,000. (The
committee believes this to be a gross unCErestimate of reality.)
If a new system is purchased, it will be necessary to train technical support staff with respect to maintenance
programs in the new system. It will also be necessary to retrain users to become familiar with the operation of
the new system.

Methods and cost of interfacing with other University systems not fully addressed.
The proposed purchase of business and finance systems software does not act!ress all interface concerns. Alist of
IDMS/R systems that share data with Business systems that are not recommended for replacement is given in
Appendix B. Must these systems be moclified to retrieve and update information in the databases that the
replacement systems use? If these systems must be moclified, is the cost of these mocliffcations included in the
overall cost of replacing the software? One primary integration concern is that afacility is nee03d in IDMS/R that
allows it to access the proposed 062 software.

No benefits study conducted.
Abenefits analysis should be conducted to CEtermine if the cost of changing database systems can be justified before
any change in database manager is initiated. The benefits of using a different·relational database manager other
than IDMS/R have not been investigated. If the value of the benefits is extremely small or could be realized by
manual procedures, one should question whether the costs are justified. The Deloitte-Touche stucry, measures the
cost of enhancing or replacing the existing system to act! percieved nee03d benefits. Unfortunately, nowhere 1n the
Deloitte-Touche stucry, have the perceived benefits been measured.
Annual fees and maintenance charges not included in cost estimates,

When one buys off-the-shelf software packages, an annual fee, normally 1si of the current price of the software
package, is usually charged. This fee entitles the buyer to new versions of the software packages and some limited
telephone help in solving problems that develop. Based on the Deloitte-Touche estimate of the cost of unmoclified
software packages and DBMS, this fee would be at least $141 ,000/year. (There is no annual fee for the current
system which was developed at Clemson.) However, the fee could well be higher because the following may need to
be included in the base on which the fee is charged: the cost of modiffying the software packages to meet State law
and University accounting procedures, the cost of necessary procluctivity tools required to use the database, and the
cost of act!itional software to support a change in telecommunications monitor (another major software system).
In act11tion, if venoor-supplied pro;irammers proviCE software modff1cat1ons and other maintenance, $800 to
$1000 per day plus expenses for each programmer is currently a reasonable fee.
However, the true cost of a software system cannot be measured in initial cost only. Once the system is in-house,
installed, and working perfectly, software engineering studies show that one expects to have spent approximately
one third of the total cost of the software; thus, for an initial purchase price of 1million, one expects a total cost
of 3 milliion over the lifetime of the software.
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•

5.

Funding.

Throughout the previous discussion, the cost of items not specifically !rljressed in the RFP has been mentioned.
The following ackHtional questions should be answered:
1.

What percentage of the proposed software purchase is being funded
by the Business Office?
by acaremic departments? (Maxwell's share)
by contracts and grants?
by private sources?
by other sources? (explanation required)

2.

What are the costs of not changing the system?
What would be the cost of making the most critical changes?
Please itemize these critical changes.
What long-term costs wm be incurred in updating the system?
What are the estimates of these long-term costs?

3.

What are the estimated costs at the user level?
For Business Office/ Personnel users?
For acaremic users (averfWJS per department)?
other users (type and average costs)?

4.

What funding will be required for user level implementation, training, and equipment?
Business Office sponsorship (amount/percentfWJS)?
User department (amount/percentfWJS)?

5.

What funding will be required for other systems that interface with the Business & Finance software?
Business Office sponsorship (amount/percentfWJS)?
User department (amount/percentage)?

6.

The effect of business office policies end procedures,

It has been argued that a new financial management system will benefit researchers. The only significant benefit
the committee can envision is real time access to one's financial contract or grant data. Policy currently excludes
access by many researchers using terminals connected to non-dedicated lines. Since such access is possible using
the current software system, the problem apparently is one of policy rather than software. The only other
conceivable benefit would be the abilfty to oo research directly with the financial records of the University, but
this seems both a remote possibility and asomewhat impractical one, given the confidential (even if public) nature
of much of that data. Even so, the current system ooes not precluoo access to financial data. Thus the ability to oo
research would not appear to provide compelling justification for an expensive purchase of new software.
(If our presumptions are incorrect, we would like to offer the fK1ministrat1on an opportunity to explicate those
benefits which would accrue to research that we have overlooked. If, however, the actual benefit envisioned is
inooed real time access to data, we would request an explanation of how the purchase of a new system will improve
what seems to be a policy rather than a software problem and how, specif1cally, the new system would be able to
circumvent the current bureaucratic intervention.)
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Finally, the committee requests that the ooministration determine whether the current policy system, and, if
needed, the current software packages, might be revamped to provide real-time access to financial data. If there
are other functions that might be useful to researchers, similar considerations are requested. It is requested that
the office of the Vice-Provost of Computing and Information Technolo;w be given an opportunity to advise on this
issue (and, indeed, on the other issues raised by this cttument). Input from DCIT (Division of Computing and
Information Technolo;w) has been glaringly absent from the propositions seen thus far, and one must remain
unconvinced of the depth of ooministration arguments, given the absence of such obvious expert input into the
decision-making process.
7.

Procedural and organizational concerns.

There are a number of aspects regarding the Deloitte-Touche stucty of Clemson computing needs which are of
concern to the faculty. These aspects fall into three catag>ries: Technical, procedural, and organizational
concerns. The following EO:lresses some procedural and organizational concerns.
Amajor procedural concern is that the process which led the software purchase project to its current advanced
stage was essentially unknown to the faculty. Some faculty were asked to respond to questionnaires at a very early
stage, but they were under the impression that they were participating in_a stucty regarding Clemson's computing
network and not strictly the Business & Finance system. There is a lack of recognition on the part of the
ooministration regarding the faculty's legitimate need to participate in a decision process which will have such an
extraordinary impact on the University.
Secondly, there is major concern with regard to the methoo of funding. Apparently, some funds which have been
earmarked for the colleges may be used. Instructional and research needs are of greater importance to the colleges
than the Business & Finance system enhancements.
Thirdly, although the Faculty Senate raised its concern, there has been no response from the ooministration. Such
a posture builds resentment and an adversarial relationship between faculty and administration. We strongly
believe that the faculty and administration can and should work t()Jether on this project, and let this process serve
to build acooperative relationship.
An organizational concern is that those groups in the University most directly affected by the software purchase,
including DAPS (Division of Administration Pr(YJramming Services) and DCIT, have been shut out of the decision
process at an early stage. They are under the impression that they must accept a new system regardless of its
deficiencies, and that it will be their job to make the system work.
Aconcern which is both procedural and organizational has to oo with the evolution of the computer system. The
initial internal stucty by IBM indicated a number of areas where the University's computing facilities fall short of
user needs and desires. The most critical of these needs was in the area of a ·seamless network". The IBM task
force also recommended that the current Business & Finance system (and other systems) be enhanced to provide
for EO:litional capabilities such as electronic forms. However, the RFP largely ignores those recommendations.
Instead, it essentially requests bids on replacing one component of the administrative information systems, the
current IOMS-based Business & Finance applications, with a new system which includes a new DBMS. How did that
happen? And why?
The real source of the problem is not that the current system has deficiencies, but rather that Business Office
personnel may have failed to recognize many of the needs listed in the Deloitte-Touche stucty and thus have fa11ed to
communicate those needs to DAPS for enhancement of the current system.
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Appendix A
Business System Programs Scheduled for Replacement
Number of

System Nome

Programs

Accounts Receivable
Accounting System
Applicant Referral
Budget System
College Work Stu(}{
Online Report Request
Departmental Encumbrances
Employee Information Services
Accounts Payable
FMO System Interfaces
Grants and Contracts
Payroll & Fringe Benefits
Personnel Reporting System
Personnel Database
Equipment Inventory
1Purchasing System
State Accounting Interface
Telephone/Utility Reports

17

645
99
84
9
63

34
23
98
12

161

249
197

368
216

256
73

15

Total

2,619

1 New Purchasing System written by DAPS.
Does not incluoo the motorpool, central stores, FMO, or foundation accounting systems which are user supported
and do not run on the mainframe. Also, does not incluoo the Facilities or Electronic Forms Management systems
that are mainframe-based applications supported by DAPS and not scheduled for replacement.
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Appendix B
IDMS Systems Not Recommended for Rep1acement

Acooemic Department System
Alumni Data System**
Athletic Advisor System
Course Data Base
Course Enrollment System**
Degree Progress System
Development Data System
Electronic Forms Management System**
External Reporting System**
Facilities Data System
Financial Aid
Grooe Processing System
Groouate Record Exam System
Gra:iuate School
Housing
Instructional Audit System**
Education College Database

IPTAY
Majors Database
On line Report Request System
Registration
Report Supervisor Software**
Scheduling**
Security Database**
Student Database
Student Life
Student Master
Student Receivables**
Summer School Revenue**
Traffic System**
Transfer Evaluation
Undergra:iuate Admission
Student Placement

** indicates those systems that share data w1th Business systems.

Additionally, there are non-lDMS systems that interface with IDMS databases.
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RESOLUTION TO REVIEW THE PURCHASE OF BUSINESS AND FINANCE SYSTEMS
SOFTWARE BY THE OFFICE OF BUSINESS AND FINANCE
FS91-1-1 A

P

Whereas, The current Clemson University administrative
software system is used, not only by Business & Finance, but by
almost every administrative unit, including extension and IPTAY,
and
Whereas, A decision to replace part of the software system
without regard for the total system may well have disastrous
results on the integrity of the entire system, and
Whereas, If a radical change must be made, current research
suggests directions that would place our computer system in a
more favorable technological position, and
Whereas, The proposed expenditure would preclude the use of
these funds for other projects that might be more important for
the University,
flg 2 Qlygg, That the administration be called upon to involve
those significantly affected by administrative decisions of this
magnitude in the making of the given decision.
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•

FS91-1-l B

P

Whereas, The current database management system may satisfy
all DBMS requirements, and
Whereas, No benefits study has been performed on a change of
DBMS, and
Whereas, Implementing the recommendations of the Deloitte
Touche study will degrade the current system,
fig~Qlygg, That no response to the RFP which contains a
change of database environment be accepted until:

a)
a benefits study is conducted to determine whether the
cost of changing the DBMS can be justified, and
b)
a technically feasible plan for solving problems in the
resulting heterogeneous database environment is developed, and
c)
the cost of this solution, together with all costs of
changing other affected systems, is included in the total cost of
the purchase.
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.
FS91-1-1 C

P

Whereas, Deloitte - Touche estimates that the cost of
replacing the Business & Finance software only will be
approximately 2 to 3 million dollars, and
Whereas, The Deloitte- Touche study omits obvious additional
costs,
fig§Qlygg, That for each response to the RFP, the cost of
changing other affected systems should be determined and added to
the bid to determine actual cost .
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•

FS91-1-1 D

P

Whereas, The available resources and expertise of the
Clemson campus in the area of database management systems have
not been utilized thus far,
flg 2 Qlygg, That internal personnel, technically familiar with
the existing software systems be invited to provide cost
estimates for upgrading current systems to include the functions
perceived as missing and needed.

•

Attachment E
End of Attachrent E

Proposed Change to the Faculty Manual
Complaints about violations of the Faculty Manual should be
sent to the President of the Faculty Senate for referral and
resolution.
recommended by Faculty Senate Policy Committee
1/91

Attachment F
End of Attachment F
•

Proposal for updating the Faculty Manual

1. All proposed changes for the Manual should be submitted to the
President of the Faculty Senate.
2.

The President of the Senate shall refer the matter to the
appropriate committee or person for a recommendation to the
Senate as a whole.

3. Upon receiving the recommendation, the Faculty Senate shall vote
to approve/disapprove the change. (2/3 majority needed for
approval)
4. Approved changes are forwarded to the Provost for his approval.
5.

The Provost forwards the changes to the Faculty Manual
Committee for incorporation into the Manual.

6. The Faculty Manual Committee submits its version of the changes
to the Faculty Senate for confirmation.
7. The Faculty Senate sends the changes to the Provost.
8. Normally, upon approval by the Provost, the changes will take
effect. If approval by the Board of Trustees is required, the
changes will take effect after that approval is given.
9. The Official Faculty Manual will be maintained in the Faculty.
Senate Offices by the Staff Secretary.

I

•
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End of Attachrrent G
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CLEMSON UNIVERSrTY STUDENT GOVERNMENT

A RESOLUTION

Resolution 90/91 No. 37
1990/91 Clemson University Student Senate

Date Submitted:
Date Approved:

12/3/90
12/3/90

"HANDICAP VANS"
Traffic and Grounds Committee

1.
2.

WHEREAS there were previously four major cross-campus wheelchair routes,
and

3.
4.

WHEREAS the Strom Thurmond Institute and Campus Green phase I permanently
took away one of those routes, leaving three, and

5.
6.

WHEREAS the Brackett Hall renovation and Campus Green Phase II will, for two
and a half years take away yet another, leaving only two, and

7.

WHEREAS many other wheelchair routes will be congested and/ or lengthened due
to the half dozen other projects now starting, and

8.
9.
1 O.

WHEREAS wheelchair travel time to existing locations will be doubling or
tripling, making it impossible for handicapped students to take
consecutive classes, and

11.
12.

WHEREAS the above doesn't even take into consideration that the campus is
greatly expanding outside of the existing boundaries,

13.
14.

BE IT RESOLVED by the Clemson University Student Senate in regular session
assembled the following:

14.
15.
16.

THAT the University investigate alternative handicapped routes and the
possibility of equipping a van with a wheelchair lift to aid our handicapped
students.

. .._,
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End of Attachment H

RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF STUDENT SENATE RESOLUTION
NO . 37 , "HANDICAP VANS"
FS91-1 - 2

P

Whereas, The Faculty Senate unanimously supports the
aforementioned Student Senate resolution,
flg~Qlygg, That the Faculty Senate strongly supports the
handicapped resolution as stated by the Student Senate.

•

